a huge and complex level which is necessary to
the existence of modern society.

theorectially, it is still possible that a consensus
cannot be reached and we must use a quantitative
method to make the decision . There are numerous examples which show that consensus works in
this kind of situation. Finally, democracy does
not necessarily mean that no special power is
given to certain people to allow them to do their
jobs more efficiently.However it should be admitted that the delegation of this power may, sometimes, be slower than present needs demand . It
is a trade-off to avoid power being delegated to
the people that the community does not trust.

Counter Arguments
First, 1,11 introduce the concepts of limited
majority rule and unlimited majority rule. Unlimited majority rule permits the tyrany of majority because the government is totally obedient to
the will of the majority. But in the limited majority principle, any political decision is confined to
a boundary that the government cannot overstep.
And this boundary is always the constitution or
some basic human rights. Some nations have a
judicial review on governmental policy to ensure
that the majority have not stepped across the
line. In conclusion, in limited majority rule, the
majority rules within a boundary to avoid the
tyranny of majority and to defend the rights of
the minority.
In situations where we cannot define
which is the majority by a quantitative approach,
we should take into account the qualitative meaning of majority rule—the consensus. If such a situation arises consensus must be sought and a
new policy must be formulated, although.

Furthernore, democracy gives us a way to
get rid of the government. When we feel that the
government is unable to serve us we can change
it, provided there are alternatives.
Following the same argument, we have a
peaceful way to change an administration . It is
extremely important and desirable, for without
this, violence will always be employed as a
means. For example., China has suffered from
this for a long history. The rise of new
lasUes
always means a number of massacre

Another criticism levied on democracy
concern its efficientcy. It is true that the efficiency of the decision making process is low. However, the loss of efficiency is sacrificed to obtain the
legitimacy of .the final policy which, in return,
will be very efficient when put into practice, because it has obtained the general agreement. In
some totalitarian states, the speed of policy determination is very fast but when these policies
are put into effect, because it lacks the legitimacy
endorsed by its people the efficiency in this sense
is very low, and brings about even stronger social
control or failure of the policy.

Finally, democracy of the limited majority
rule type can safeguard some basic human rights
by means of a seperate institution of judicial review.^ Although it is not a natural logical consequence of democracy, it is always true that no
one is willing to give up their human rights,
therefore it is acceptable to say that human rights
wili always be safeguarded in the exercise of
democracy, because all members will vote for it.
We have gone over the criticisms and the
counter-arguments together with some of the
merits of democracy. We may note that democracy have some important characteristics, particularly, the control of government which other
alternatives cannot give. Therefore we need
democracy.

Finally, there is the criticism that democracy is not really practised in the so-called "democratic" coumries,rather they are rule by oligarchy.
Here we must know that silence is also a type of
opinion of the mass it means they are satisfied,
tolerant or they have no idea on the existing policies. The important point is,when they are not
satisfied,whefher they have equal chance of participation. Democracy will ensure there is the
chance.
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Some Merits of Democracy
Apart from the criticisms on democracy,
we should note that democracy have several
merits.
Tallcot Parsons considered democracy to
be resulted from social changes and its functions
permit the adaptive boundary to be maintained at

Twenty Minutes of Solitude

the groove, we are confined by them, and will not know that
somewhere outside there is something more.
身

“Is it a trick after aU7" I thought.
NINE O'CLOCK CLASS .

Dcik

TUESDAY MORNING.

I was standing in front of a window, looking down onto the
streets. It was full of traffic down there. Cars were moving incessantly, so were the people. A scavenger was sweeping the fallen leaves,
grouping them into heaps. A car was passing •.... swish ..... it flew
past, leaving an inconsiderate eddy which was visibile from the
spiralling leaves - inconsiderate in that the scavenger had to sweep
them all again. It seemed that the scavenger was used to it. So he
picked up his broom, and started sweeping again.
'What would I do if I

I thought. "Would I have other

But the scavenger hadn't. What else could he do anyway? Could
he jot down the number of the car and go somewhere to complain, or
could he throw away his broom and say to himself. "Godamnit, I'll
get done with this bloody business!”？ He couldn't, simply because it
was his job and he had to earn his living. So his best bet was to give
a few curses and pick up his broom again. He had no other choice but
to get used to it,

is something that will
because he will
in
that he is able to ezploite,
that he can afford to be inconsiderate. He may not consdous of these,
though he is certainly not totally unknowing of these deep within
his subsciousness. It is a big wet
every aspect of ours; but like the

So the leaves were grouped into heaps again, and the cars and the
people moved incessantly as usual.
"Is that a trick after all? That life is a tautology?" So I thought.
T w e n t y IMiiuiles

TO NINE,

TUESDAY MORNING.

It happened that I got up a little bit earlier this morning, and it
happened that the God damned tunnel was less congested. It happened that nobody was in the classroom, and it happened that
conditioner was out of o
So I
down onto the street.
Suddenly it struck me that the
from the scene a week ago. I tried to figure out what that was, until I
became aware of the flowers on the trees. They
The sunlight that I had been longing for eventually
the flowors. They were the antecedence.of spring. The scavenger was
sweeping and the people and the cars were moving as they were, but
with the coming of the spring, they looked different.
'Perhaps they
’ So I thouffht.

different, or perhaps I am different; I can'

NINE, sharp. TUESDAY MORNING.
My classmates came into the classroom. "Cold", somebody said,
notice anything different?'
No answer.
"But a new day begins." So I thought.
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